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IMPORTANT NOTE: Having the best trapping equipment does not guarantee trapping success. Bird

and animal trapping can be as much art as it is science and you might not catch anything. Effective

trapping takes planning, a knowledge of the target species, the correct bait, trap location and more.
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Pigeon Trap 36”x 24”x 9”

Live Capture Repeating Bird Traps

This large pigeon trap measures 36"L

x 24"W x 9"H. It weighs 9 lbs. and is

made from 1” x 2” galvanized mesh

and 14 gauge wire. It can hold 24 or

more pigeons at a time. This trap has

six one-way trap doors each with

inner door guards on all 4 sides.

There is one large access door on top

to remove captured birds. Use on a

flat and level surfaces. Provide a

small water source inside the trap

along with the appropriate bait. Use

towel or board to provide shade.

Pre-bait the problem area for several days

before placing the trap. Position the trap down

flat with the trap doors facing out to clear

approaches. To acclimate the birds to the trap,

wire the doors open and place feed on top and

inside the trap. Once birds are acclimated to

area and the trap, release the doors to capture

the birds. Inspect traps every day to remove

trapped birds and to add bait and water as

needed. If trapping in direct sunlight, use a

towel (tied to the trap) or a simple board to

provide shade for the trapped birds. Do not

leave birds in the trap for long periods of time.

Be sure to clean the trap between settings.

Basic Trapping Guidelines

#SW3624 Large Pigeon Trap

36”L x 24”W x 9”H

1” x 2” - 14 ga. wire

Fully Assembled, Ready To Use


